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Cityconomy 
 

Service for your city 
 

The German games-publisher astragon from Mönchengladbach today announced the extensive  open-

world-simulation game Cityconomy, in which players take over control of all service divisions of a 

huge metropolis. Who will succeed in keeping the entire city in a perfect condition and meeting the 

changing needs of the citizens? 

 

In Cityconomy players slip in the role of a holder of a private service-company, which is serving a 

whole city! In a metropolis there’s work to do at every corner – from the classic waste removal over 

sewer cleaning, from tow service up to maintaining the green areas. In Cityconomy the virtual service 

providers can expect a huge and freely drivable city with diverse districts and varied missions. To 

manage all these tasks, the players can access a variety of faithfully vehicles und machines, including 

numerous licensed Trucks of the renowned German manufacturer MAN! 

 

Different city districts with countless subtasks, a day-night cycle, as well as detailed graphics and 

realistic sounds bring the city in Cityconomy to life. To achieve a good ranking in the reputation-

system, players should keep an eye on the needs of their citizens, to meet them as fast as possible 

and thus gain access to more districts and to more profitable contracts. 

 

A non-linear contract system and the huge choice of tasks and vehicles ensure long-lasting motivation 

and fun gameplay. An extensive multiplayer mode will appeal to all players who appreciate 

teamwork. 

 

Cityconomy is expected to be released for PC in fall 2015. Please find more information to the game 

on the official Facebook page: http://www.facebook.com/Cityconomy  

 

http://www.facebook.com/Cityconomy
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About astragon 

astragon Software GmbH, founded in Hagen/Germany in 2000, has made a name for itself mainly with the production and 

distribution of sophisticated simulation games for PC and – with games such as the Farming Simulator franchise and the 

Construction Simulation series in its portfolio – has for years successfully defended its position among the leading 

businesses for this market segment within the German-speaking region. Additionally to simulation games, the publisher, 

now situated in Moenchengladbach/Germany, is responsible for the exclusive retail distribution of high-quality casual games 

by well-known international publishers such as Big Fish Games. Apart from PC games, astragon is also releasing titles for 

Nintendo DS™, Nintendo 3DS™, PS3®, Xbox 360® and MAC®. After its first successful projects on mobile platforms, astragon 

is planning to release further games for iOS® and Android™ in the upcoming months. For more information please visit our 

homepage astragon.de, or follow us on  facebook or youtube. 

http://www.astragon.de/
https://www.facebook.com/astragonSoftware
https://www.youtube.com/user/astragonGames

